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Abstract 
The general problem of two semi-infinite elastic media bonded 
together along a plane containing a series of concentric circular 
ring-shaped cavities is considered. Each medium is loaded such that 
the displacements are non-zero only in the circumferential direction. 
Using Green's functions for th~ semi-iRfinite plane, the problem is 
formulated as a singular integral equation. A closed form solution is 
obtained for the dominant part with a Cauchy kernel. In some speci~ 
cases the whole solution is obtained by formulating- the problem as a 
pair of dual integral equations. Several examples are worked out with 
either an external notch or a penny shaped crack and expressions 8:re 
given for the contact stresses. A method for determing the size :ctr 
the plastic zone in a homogenous material wi.th an external notch or 
a penny shaped crack is discussed. 
- - . /"···"-·-~-,,,,-,,-,..~~-·,., .. , ... 
( 
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.1. Introduction 
The problem of a semi-infinite homogeneous elastic medium which is 
subjected to a prescribed circumferential displacement on a disk-shaped 
part of the boundary and is stress free on the rest of the boundary was 
solved by Reissner and Sagoci [1] by introducing a system of oblate 
spheroidal coordinates. The same problem was considered by Sneddon in 
(?) and (3) • He reduced the mixed boundary value problem to the 
....... -·•· 
solution of a pair of dual integral equations by using Hankel transforms. 
Problems of bonded dissimilar media containing cavities were 
solved by Erdogan [4] , [5] and [6]. In [6] he solved the problem of 
bonded dissimilar media with circular or ring-shaped cavities. The 
boundary conditions are taken symmetric with respect to an a.xis r : o 
and a plane z = o, where r, e, z are the cylindrical coordinates. The 
problem considered in this paper has a geometry similar to this. The 
only displacements are circumferential and the only stress~s on the 
boundary is the. shearing stress ~g· Following the same techniques as 
Sneddon,the problem expressed so that the unknown function is an 
integral transform of the displacement. Using Green's functions for the 
semi-infinite space, the problem is formulated in terms of an integral 
equation with a Cauchy type singularity. The dominant part of the 
I 
equation is solved in closed form. The problem can also be fonnulated as 
a pair of dual integral equations which are solved only in special cases. 
Examples are given in which the cavity is an edge notch or a 
central pe?lnl'--shaped crack. The dissimilar media problem can easily be 
reduced to the case of a homogeneous material. For this case a method 
/ . 
3 
of superposition is used to find an expression for determining the size 
of the plastic .zones at the crack tips for the external notch. Also 
the analogy between the problem of shearing stresses and the steady-
state temperature distribution problem is discussed for this geometry-~---
Comparisons of stress intensity factors are made between similar 
problems involving longitudinal shear and torsional shearo 
.I' ' 
.;.:, _ .... , . :.1, ... _,,". 
·-~ 
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2. The Semi-Infinite Media 
Consider a semi-infinite elastic media where the circumferential 
displacement u9 is the only nop-zero displacement vector. (Figure 1) 
Following the method of Sneddon [3] the unknown in the boundary value 
-
problem can be expressed as the Hankel transform of the displacement. 
From the stress-strain relations the only non-zero stresses are 
'tze and t:rQ which are given by the relations 
) 
Using the equation of equilibrium 
u8 must satisfy the partial differential equation· 
' 
Jue 
- !!:J J2.ue 0 + --- - + -/L d.lL /La. deL -
wh·ere u8 = u9(r, z). 
To solve the partial differential equation introduce: ·the Hankel 
' t~ansform of the displacement 
'( 3") : ,.: .... : 
. {4) 
Taking the transform of equation (3), U must sati~fy the ordinary line~~ 
differential equation 
( . .5J: 
--..... _.,,,_.~ 
;···_ 
' I 
- ·- ---~ --- ,. .••. _ .. ___ ~ ... '-&..'-•-• 
i,.i.. 
The solution of this is 
Impose the condition that ug-, 0 as z-too. 
Hence B(!) = 0 and U : A(! )e-f z. 
To determine u 9 take the inverse transform of U 
00 
Us ~ f ~VJ, {It~) J ~ 
0 
Let p!A(j) = F(f"). The displacement and stresses are given by the 
relations 
Us= j £00 F ( §) e§~ J, {"-~) J~ 
&~,,:: - £0- ~ F( j) e:-~~ J, (JL ~) ol f 
l,,,,= - [TfJf F(!) e.-fi l(Ai)Jf 
0 
5 
(6) 
,· 
i(8·) 
Following the technique used by Erdogan [6] , the problem can be 
rEl~~~ed to the solution of a singular integral equation. Let the boundary 
~ '· ' 
\ . . .. 
' plane z = 0 be subjected to loadings specified as follows 
where q is a constant and d( t) is the Dirac delta fun·ctt.on~ Therefore 
from (8) 
·(9): 
(ld-J 
./ 
,, 
.·11-. 
6 
. •. I 
Taking the inverse transform 
(11) 
and 
This integral can be evaluated using a formula in [7]. 
I I ~J ~)J. ~) ; .to [f<(~)- E(~)] (Jl/A) \I (A,A. 0 ) = 0 , (.t.,5 1 {~ S J5 :: 
The functions.- :K :_and E are ellipti:·c integrals of the fir~t and second 
... 
:_:,; 
7 
" 
,. The Problem of Bonded Media with Cracks 
Consider two semi-infinite elastic media bonded. along the plane 
z = O. Let the elastic constants of the media s1 and s2 be fl and p2• 
The bonding is along circular ring-shaped areas rE~; k: l,• 0 ••,n •. 
~ 
The total length of the bonding segments on the r axis, L = ~ 11< may be 
" ' finite or infinite. Let 1 1 = lLk be the complement of Lin r--,o. It 
is assumed in both domains that the positive z axes are directed toward 
the respective media ( Figure 2) • The boundary condi 't,ions are given as . 
surface tractions on the surfaces of the cracks Lk' and dislocations 
on the bonded area Lie and are functions o-nly of r. 
The boundary and continuni ty condi t'ions are: 
LA. e, ( A, 0) + U fJl. {A, 0) ::: <;) ( Jl.) .. J 
> 
) 
.. 
The stresses must obey the condition of equilibrium 
where T is· the total torque applied to the system. 
Let 
,,, : ~ :: Q(/l,) 
L t:81 v '1.82 ( ' J 
·~:·· 
ll E.. L (14) 
(lSl· 
{16 )' . 
:(17) 
··, 
.. 
8 
so that q ( r ) : f ( r) • r E. L 1 
q(r) : unknown, r£. L. 
Using the Green's function given by (12), (14) becomes, 
J /to ~(Ito) II\ {A,Jlo) olA 0 :. 
L+L 
\ · (19) 
Substituting for r11 
Differentiating (20) with respect tor 
.. 
) 
where, 
G, (.I\.)= J.. Jt_. f /l )-4-,)A_,., (A) 
/1. ~ t JA •"" p,. . (22) 
[ K ( !lJ) +- l_!.1 £ ( !k} l . ( /l•'ll) /L, n; -JL '- f&- > 
(23) k lJ\., Ao) ::: 
/lo£(~.)' 
it:- -- /L 1. ' J l J\.4/l,) 
Extend the de~inition of the function into the r·ange -bO<.r ( 0, 
~ 
-oo<.r 
O 
<. 0 which may be done in any manner desired. Axial symmetry 
\ 
suggests that q(r) = -q{-r). Also extend the definition of Land L' so 
f. t 
•.• '" •• , ,,-,,u.-, ..• ·- ••. _,., .......... ....,, .. "_., _____ • _______ , •. .,.--.,. ' . 
• ••• ·-• ... ' "'"''' ,...,_ .. ,__,.,~~"~'• ·"-' ._,.. I• , I 
ti 
:.· ... 
9 
that 11< and ~ 1 are the mi?'ror images of 11< and ~ about the origin on 
(-a.o'-r,oo). 
Let 
(24) 
From (21) 
_.To satisfy this 
(26) 
and (21) becomes 
(27) 
By writing 
(28) 
E (~.) 
) 
·(27) may be expressed as follows, 
. . ~ f /\ ~ 
4 0 
"' ( I\. 1 I\.,) <t l h •) o\ I\. o ;::: G. ( l'l.) ) IL i:. f\.\. ( 30 ) 
~~M.' 
I ,. ' 
I, . 
i •• ,. 
,,, 
\ 
1' } 
10 
) 
D f:i H( ) _ h(r,r0 )-l e ne, r , r 
O 
_ • • . 
r 0-r 
(Jl) 
so that (JO) now may be written 
~ f ~(A~olAo+3. f Hl11>~·)fl11•)J.t. =6'{1t),· ll~M (32) 
• JI. -J\ 0 -rr M-tM 1 P\ -t M 
The first term has a Cauchy type singularity and the second term 
has a-kernel of logarithmic singularity. 
~-
. ·' 
I 
• I 
~. 
..e." 
1:. I 
! t I 
' ! 
.• 
I 
. . ' 
., ~, 'I'• 
\ 
I. I 
11 
~ 
4. Solution of the Integral Ffluations 
The solution to this integral equation is ?onsidered in [8]. 
Taking the dominant part of (32) 
I 
) (_3))-J 
· Define, 
(34) 
Assume that q(r) satisfy the Holder condition. The Plemelj formulae 0 
give 
cf,-t (11.1- cf {'l.) ::- ((lt) 
:tet. S(r) - G(r) · then 
- 2i t t 
. a) Case of Finite M 
_ I _ Cf (Ao) JAo 
~ 11 t 
Ao-A 
' 
.l 
.. 
:.J 
I 
A E. M 
\I'\ 
Let the total length of the bonding segments L : t Lk on the r axis 
,_ be·· fini ta with ak, bk the end points of 1i<:· (k : 1, • • 0 , n). The end 
points ~j, 4j bf ~j become (j = l,•••,2n) 
• I 
'J 'I 
: r 
'"' 
1· .· .. 
I 
I • 
12 
(cl'••.' c2n) = (-bnl,. • •;b1,a1, •••,an) 
(d1,•••,d2n) = (-an,····,-a1,b1,••1bn) 
-
(37) 
The homogeneous solution of the Hilbert problem given in (36) is 
I 2.\1\ - ,,. - I i'{t1)= 1:£ (1- c;) ~ (1-J;) ~ 
From (36) 
I 
• /l. L M J 
· Dividing ( 26 ) by R~ ( r) 
[ ct,(A) ]"t - [ ~) 
~lAl fll~) 
-
The solution to (39) is (8) 
-
-
• 
J 
, A~ M 
) 
(38) 
(39) 
(4:o_): 
I 
"'(1) = R£1~ f Sc11.)d-t r Rl'"I~ f fc~l~ -t R{'7) 'P/ 7) (4:l) 
'1' 2.1( ~ M ~ (ll) ( Jl.-() 2. fl'" ~, «(11) ( Jt-1) 
The state of stress on the finite bonds must be such that it. i.s 
odd with respect to r = 0 and ~t.must vanish at r = O, 
) ~(o):::.O 
since R(r) = R(-r) and R(O) is finite 
Hence P(,) is a polynomial of degree (2n-1) j 
The contact stresses are given by the expression 
J 
t. : ... 
.f 
(43) 
- •,,.-- -., •, •.• ,,,.- »•-·-.,,,.!,.,,,....~,..-,rc-.w1..,....,:,;l1•'1••--J•'T""''f"'.-" .. -..-,,. , .• , '. 
~ . ' . 
p 
To obtain the integration constants C0 ,•••,C2n-l use the 
equilibrium condi~ion 
13 
) 
f :2. 1t 1t. ~ er (/l) Jll:== T c 44, 
l~L1 
and the condition of single-valuedness of displacements. In the analysis 
leading to it, it is assumed that 
·' (4.5) 
J 
'tlf,tt is 
. . . ' 
) (46) 
According to (14) the constants Ak' K = 1, • • •, 2n must all vanish. One 
constant can arbitiarily be ch·osen to be zero, choosing A1 = O, the 
conditions Ak = 0 may be expressed as 
( k= 2, ..... J2.Y\) 
(44) and (47) provide 2n equations to determine constants C0 , • ••,C2n-l• 
b) The case of Infinite M 
.. 
If the total length of the cracks is finite and the state of stress 
·~~ I 
at infinity vanishes (35) is still valid. Define a new sectionally 
x holomorphic function as follows 
.... 
<ft 1) 
- cf> (1) 
I 
J 
-1 €:. s 
' ) 
1 f;;S..-. 
(48) 
·.1 
14 
where si ands- are the halves of they plane above and below the r 
axis respectively using this definition (35) becomes 
Jt -r</1.) - JL l1t) = - S<'l.) 
_fl T (A) +- J1_- {ll}: - f ( "\) 
The solution to this written 
J 
• 
J 
f . -f llL )JJL ~ l1) r S (/\)AA 
M f{ l ll.) ( 11..-'"l) - 2:ff A f"I. 'fe{ ll) {11.-1) 
+ f{1) ~(1) 
, .. 
(49) 
(50) 
R(1) is given by· (:-38) ·and: ·in this case P("I) is an arbi tiary analytic 
function consistent with the behavior of .fi(7) at infinity, i.e. as 1-,.o, 
..fl.(1)-t 0(1.'/). P(1) must have enough arbi tiary constants to satisfy the 
conditions of equilibrium and single-valuedness, (44) and (47). 
·The, contact stresses are given by 
• (5l). J 
··'·'-". 
.,. 
. - , • -- ---<~, .. ~·-.. ,--,.,,,...__... ~-'""°"'"'~--;r,o,,.,.....-,-,,-·u•• ... ,-. ... , 
,'i\'·-.:-:: '.,' .. 
15 
5. Ex:amples 
_a) External Notch, L: (O,a). 
Let the planes be bonded along a circular segment and subjected to 
torque loadings T and -T about the z axis (Figure 3). 
In this case 
G- (A.) ::: o ) f (.ll.) = 0 
R(1)= (1~d:)-t J M= {-~Jo..) 
- ..,. 
(41) and (42) gives the solution as 
The contact stresses are 
:To.:~: ·.cortstant C0 can be determined from the condition ( 44) 
S~ -r 0 t l .1\..)/\. \. olJ\. .:= .~ 
This gives 
It can be shown that the same result is gotten by· consid~ring a. 
linear dislocation on the bond line M = (-a,a) 
In this case f(r) : 0, g(r) : Kr, K is constant. 
~- ( ) _ I J f J\. '3 t ~>} _ z I< 
l.7 II.--;,.~\.. y - -
... 
. I 
" y- _!. T --
J - )A• )A& 
(52) 
\ 
, ..
. J 
.i 
,! 
., 
-.. ~ 
i 
"'-~···.,\ ,i .·.·' 
i;' 
. - \ 
•.· ·-1 
16 
From (41) and (42) 
cf>l1) ~ ~~1 f: ;~ R;~1t-~1) + /?. (1)1 C" 
:: i f I- i ~(1)] +(.1 ~ (1) 
Using (44) 
C .l--1 K 0:. f Q,:\~Tf - Ty 
so, 
This gives the same result as (52) 
b) Cqncentrated Load on L' 
The external notch is loaded with a concentrated ring loading at 
r = r0 • In this case Ma (-a,a), g(r) = O, and f(r) =~0cf(r-r0 ) 
-1:. 0d(r-t r0 ); r0 E. M'. There is no resultant applied torque. 
From (41) 
,• 
•i -.. , ' . '' I . ' ' ,· --~: --,::.-:{.:, .. :.~ ,·,~::·· c_•:.J."·~~1 \ :;1-~rJ.;ef.J~;~ ,:;::~.~:.!,._ ~-<;~·:.'. •)!~~ .. '.~> ~.~'1 J ;,;\~- ' -, -,' . ~,· : .... -.. - . ~ ~ ... : .. ,.\~ ~.:~:r .. :.~:!:f#·.'.'r~ ·~- ·. ' ff~/:; ·_~jt;·:7.~ __ ::~:.:,1.~·-~. ~:~~: .. 1:1",i' ;~:7·;~:-~:~·~A?_ir~~%t&Wi~H(7&7i~T~~-~-~;~~~~~--~-~-~~~-
/!' ' 
~·. 
•,, 
,· 
17 
- }. l - • 
The equilibrium condition is 
~ ~ 
~o Cf lll.) JC~ + L. -~o J (ll-A._,,) /l, 'L tlA._ .:- 0 
This gives 
c :;; ~~ r 7:o I!.,"" 
o ..ta, L ... ~ 
-The contact stresses are 
- . 
c) Central Crack 1 1 = (O,a) 
Let the bonded media contain a central penny-shaped crack. '.rhe 
total applied torque is zero, and the dislocation on Lis zero. The 
sl.1.ear stress on the crack surface is linear. (Figure 4). 
t 
Rt1)=-(1~-o."l.r~, M':::{-~1°') 
From (50) 
~ 1' 
"{1)::: _ '7:0. a. ~ l7)- c '1 -r Lo. ({£1) t- f(1) ~ {1) 
-1 l lf 2"'- '2-~ 
Th.ff contact stresses are given by (51) 
-r JL-9 (A)::: - A (1t)- {11.) 
:to ·evaluate P(r) make a change in variable. 
.! 
1 Let r = t, 
-·- ~ .. --,--, ....... ·r··---··-····-- . 
1 
a= -C • 
t t-' 
f t·', -
,:1 
18 
The contact stresses become 
where, 1- Q Lt) c-& O{t:l 
_J_ J-_ l D l t ) - c.. -t R l -t ) - Jr_,..._ -t,-... 
Q(t) ::- 2 p(f) 
Since the resultant torque is zero the condition of equilibrium is 
-- . o· ...  
- ·. 
The first integral must be finite as t-+ 0, so 
9lt) == o {·t'') 
To satisfy this condition Q(t) will have -to.'b:e:"eh-9s~P. accordingly. 
Let Q(t) be a polynomial 
/ 
- ~-· 
Expanding D(t) around t: 0 
D{t) = Oto)+/; 01(0) + .f o·· co)-r 
The constants can be determined such that (67) is s~ti.-:si'i,e~f. Doing this 
Q(t) becomes 
G{t)=-
and 
L .... ·,.,. 
Y8Rtt't_$'l_~. 
• 
,"' 
.... 
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Using (66) 
; .. 
Inverting (68) the contact stresses became 
r.- ,,..., ~ 1.. & o..., 7:' ti..., I -
i 'A):: ~'-- /l ~ ( l~ - ~~~ r 'i ) (55) l 0.. -, "2- - ,:J4.. </;.... - -:,rf.11.3 J A \.4." 
For the problem of bonded planes under an infinite torque applied 
~t inf.ini ty and free of tractions on the crack surface, superimpose a 
stress ·on the negative of the stresses found above. The 
·,, 
~ontact stress for this case becomes 
~ A,,_ ~ ,. a. 'f 
'C~IJ ll\,)::: ( ~ + .... ~ '-l ff A> (56) 
~f} Iµp~ Shaped Bond L = (a, b) 
.Consider the case wher~ the materials :a·r-e bonded along ,a ring-
shaped area ( Figure 5). Assume zero stres$: ··o.n the crack an.cl: zero 
dislocation over the bonded surface. In thi:s case f ( r) = 0, g( r) = 0 
M-:: (-b,-~) +(o.>b) 
' Rt7):: \.l 1~o.'~ ci:i ... )J-1. 
From (41) 
J \ 
The two constants C
0 
and c1 are determined from (44) and (4?). 
(57}· 
\. 
") 
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6. Solution by Methods of Dual Integral Equations 
-
A second method of solution can be gotten by formulating the problem 
as a system of integral equations. This method leads to the whole 
solution rather than just the dominant part of the solution. However, 
some difficulties arise in the solution of these equations which will be 
pointed out. When the boundary is divided into two parts the formulation 
leads to a pair of dual integral equations. The solution of dual integral 
equations containing Bessel kernels had been given originally by 
Ti tchmarsh (9) and Busbridge [10) for special cases. Their work has 
been greatly extended and it is possible to obtain solution to many types 
of dual integral equations. When the boundary is divided into more than 
two parts the solution becomes more difficult. Cooke in (11] and fl.2) 
has developed a techniques ;for reducing some triple integral equati.ons to 
Fredholm type integral equations. Thes.·e methods will work in special 
cases. 
b. 
Using the integral relations gi v~n. in (8) and the boundary conditions .. 
given by (14) and (16) the problem ,may be formulated as a system of 
multiple integral equations as follows: 
where 
Co ~ ( Fl~) J.(IL ~) cl t ~ -
V J- f 
Cl ::. J,t -+ --- ' / ' /41- ) I._ I_ ..... \'\ ~ - I > 
I . '"'~•· 
• 
J 
(58) 
' 
IL E, Lt( • 
l 
Using this general formulation a number of ex~;Les lii.:i1 b:~ ·considered. 
I 
., 
' I 
. ·/w•,•,., ....... .. 
.,. 
.,// 
t •'.:J 
··-·~- ... ,~. ' ... •'' 
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a) External Notch with a Dislocation on the Bond 
Consider the case where the media are bonded on the surface L = (0,a) 
and are given an initial dislocation g(r) on the bond. The shearing 
stresses are zero on the- crack surface. · This leads to the pair of dual 
integral equations. 
' ---0 I.. /t t... ()_ ) 
,· 
) 
The solution to these will be gotten using a technique developed by 
Copson t13) . NOJ]Aimensionalizing the equations by substituting 
the integral equations become 
\ ): 6 l1) J, ( ;> 1 )o(1 ::: "f <Jlf o.) ~ ~ (/') 
Loi) &(1) :sltr1)J.1 == o -
(59) 
(61) 
Substituting this into the second equation of (60) and using formulas 
given in f7) this eqU,ation is satisfied identically •. Integrating (~!) by 
parts we obtain 
&(.,) = i-i L' t{t) t-~ 1.t [ ti r.tlttu,lt 
:: 1-i. <f'{I) J_i l1)-1-i. f' cf>< t) 1-1.-t1-l)dt 
0 
(62) 
;' ;· .-·~1T;'-;~'.:i,ijl:".W,:i.,~':l.,J5,4,¥1~~'\'1~·'~'./~>'_!.:•.,JJ',<,~'-/f~'-"'·''""'c.--<...,._,. ....... K,m._•,....---~ --•· ·--' • - ' •• ·-
• ";'',. ... ,, .; :_, . 
... 
. ~ ·, 
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' 
where 
Substituting this into the first equation of (60) switching the order 
of integration we have 
From (7] 
0 pL..t. 
fiTfi- ~"I. 
,Jjf /' .Jt f; L f 
:So (63) becomes 
f f J;>'--t'-~{t) Jt... ::: 
0 t 
Since 
then 
Integrating the lefthand side by parts and assuming li:tn ~ -:: (J 
-t.-tO..,. \I 't' 
(66) becomes 
·" 
:(64): 
(65..) 
{66) 
· (67) 
I 
·"·. 
23 
This is the well known Abel I s integral equation. Its solution is given 
by' 
Consider the case wh~re the dislocation is given as a linear 
. 2 
function of r, g(i:') = Kr. Then gf.f) : "V Y.p. 
' 
The shearing stresses and displacement in the media are given by 
U.11., (f1)) ~ ~Q. s."° 6('7) }, lf1) e-11 di ; (f\c\,2.) 
(70) 
where, 
(69, gives 
ri.8 <,0 11> =- -k~ L00 11,(1) 1,(fl)e-11r11, 
--
&('1):: 4 K~'- f ~ 1 _ ~-1) 
rrY l 1-a. t 
The stress and displacement are 
(72) 
,l)' 
,., I 
r - _oil\,>. :,'r! ~ ',_ ,• 
~sing the notation given by Sneddon f3J. 
s: : = ('0 xwi-'l si"l x J~ tt x) .i""-:rx ol)( 
c; (f> f) = t"' X~--i. (OS X ]_ (f X }e,- )>< o( K 
When z =Os: and C~ are given in (7] 
C I J Ll"--i l = ,--
p 
r'- J_ 
'-1 - fl 
C, I= 0 ~ 
, . 
C'-;:; .!- (,- -' - ) . 
2. I' J L-P 
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(73) 
(74) 
(75.:) 
(76) 
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This gives the displacement on the crack as 
~ [ rr _, ~J ;:- ~ - to..V\ J p'a._. I - . /l ) ) . 
) 
(77 )-~ 
and the stress on the bonding surfaces as 
• (78) 
.) 
~.···-In the original coordinates 
• 
··,_(79:} ) 
By assuming that the total torque applied to th·e ·medi-a. ·rs, :'I.'-, K 
c:an be evaluated by the equilibrium condition. 
~o~'[t9[ll>O)Jt2..J../l..= ~tr 
This giizes 
:so 
-:sl /l . 
'C:,;s (A,D)::: 4,r~i Jo..'L-A'" 
This is the same result as was gotten from tt1e qther technique (52). 
Therefore in this case the dominant part .. is :the whole solution. 
b) External Notch with Stress .Applied to the Crack Surface 1'...·. 
(80) 
Consider in this case the problem where the g(r) = 0 an~ a stress 
f(r) is applied to the crack surface. This case leads to a pair of dual 
integral equations. 
)
0
~F(~) :fd~~)ol~ ' ::. u ' 
"l · 
-s: §Fl~) JllA ~)J~::f(1t) • 
J 
A 70.. 
.,,·. · .. 
·.1 • 
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Putting the equations in non-dimensional form 
ti- ' f o &(,,) Tl (f1) J? ~ 0 
.\ -
• 
) O'-t°LI 
(81) 
.-,-!I;.;(··· 5: L lill }J, lt7)J.? == c, (f) J '° 7' 
To be solved these equations have to be put in a standard form, 
i.e. with the non-homogeneous 1,erm in the range O 'f < 1. To do this a 
technique given by Erdogan and Bahar l14) will be used. Define a ,~ 
function 1'(7) such that "-// 
·Taking a Hankel inversion 
·.·.·a··.· an. 
:The second equation of ( 98) becomes 
~ (f) 
0 
•-:.--
' 
J 
J 
· JJ 71 
J I 
Loa 7t &(?)- },l)Ot '3(f) J. (/1)J,.a Jr, lf1)J?:: 0; f 'II 
Define 
oO 
, 0 l1) : G (1) - f. f ~(f) :f1(f1)J;,. 
hl,o)~ - f~ J,(r1)J/ fl)Pt 5t-r.)Jttt1)olt 
' 
'-· . 
' . . ' . . 
.... 
' 
.,,,;'.:,.'.:-:i.,:.//-,;·: ;,.-.'I '\ . 
I 
The dual integral equations (81) are now 
I -
l 
• ~ 71 ) 
Using the same method of solution as before 
Where 
~ 
& (1) = {)(7)-t ~ f <?J(f) J. If i)Jf 
Consider the case of the concentrated shear load ort the crack 
. : . ' . . . . ' . 
surface given as f (/1. )-== 1:: O [ ( fl - t) . 
The solu.tiq~_ .of this leads immediately to elliptic integrals. 
-~ lkl1) - E(t)J 
l)_r ( k({)- E {~)j 
J 
. ol <;, 
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(82) 
(84) 
(83) cannot be evaluated in closed form. To evaluate the stress 
and displacement from (70) would le.ad to multiple integrals of e_l:t~_ptic 
integrals of the first and second kind. 
' 
c) Central Penny-Shaped Crack 
Consider a central penny-shaped crack given by L 1 : (O,a). Assume 
a zero dislocation on the bonding surface and a stress on the crack 
surface given as f( r). The problem may easily be formulated as a pai:r: 
'I 
'· 
28 
of dual integral equations~ 
fJj 
-.fo ~Fl~)J.(A.~)J~ - f( ll.) • 01.ILI..Q.. - -J 
(85) 
' 
IP 
~, Fl~) rllA ~) oL ~ ::: 0 • ll l a_. 
., 
These may be put in non-dimensional :Corm and solved by J,he substitution 
technique demonstrated before. This leads to a solution 
(86) 
Consider again the case of a linear loading on the crack surface given 
by f(r) = 'L, r (86) becomes 
a 
(87) 
Using (70) with z = 0 the stress and displacement on the contact surface 
is 
' - • I J 
-fSf~ __. · 71 p J f 
(88) 
• 
J 
The contact stress given by (88) is different from. t.he .on.·e :'gtv.en. ,bt· 
(55). The condition of equilibrium is 
1 i(' ') t '[_ > I - ~ ....,_l ( c-a '1. ( f I - • · • .1J ( 89 ) 
a. )0 0. f "'f - L( a. ~ '), f l (,41.-1 - >/{1'"..i f ~•"'- '° 
Evaluating this expression, a finite result is obtained for the left hand 
side while the right hand side becomes infinite at the upper limit. This 
would indicate that the expression obtained for -~8 in (88) is incorrect 
' ,., . ' 
I· 
····-.... --, ... ~. 
29 
since a finite torque applied to the crack surface could not produce an 
infinite torque over the contact surfaces. This would indicate that 
perhaps the dual integral equation forrn1.ation of a problem will not 
C:U.ways lead to a correct solution. Therefore when this formulation is 
used the solution should be checked by considering other conditions 
involved in the problem. 
. \. 
t' 
l ' '( 
.. : : ' -.. - --,-~, .... '' · ... 
•· 
_.,.. .. -:---._,._,,.,-
·11, '- -.;,".':,1,::, 
,~--·~·······~-"-··-
-·;. 
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7. Plastic Zone Sizes 
· In a real material the stress singularities at the crack tip will be 
releaved by plastic deformation of the material in a region around the 
crack tip. This region is referred to as the plastic zone. A good 
estimate to the length of the Plastic zone just ahead of the crack tip can 
be obtained by following the methods used by Erdogan in [15). The material 
in the plastic zone is assumed to deform in an ideally plastic manner so 
-the stress throughout the plastic zone is Ly, the yield stress in shear. 
The method for determining the plastic zone size can be illustrated 
by an example. Consider again the problem in 5(a).· of materials bonded 
along the r axis in the region (-a,a) and subjected to torque loadings 
about the z axis. The elastic solution to this problem is given by (.5.5.)_._ 
-Suppose that the plastic zone has a length p. Extend the crack by this 
length so that the bond is now along. (-c,c) where c • a-p. The effect of 
the plastic zone is to put shear stresses along the crack surface of 
magnitude -TY from r • c to r = a andt'y from r • -c to r = -a (Figure 6). 
The problem now is equivalent to the elastic problem of two materials 
bonded along (-c,c) having torques about the z axis and stress -'ty and'ty 
at along a distance p ahead of the crack tip. Then p can be determined 
by the condition that the str·esses' must be bounded at r :: + c •. 
-
Now consider the problem of a finite bond along (-c,c) and stresses 
.. LL/LLO-) 
- - - ---- -----~- - -- - - ~-:,: 
... -;. :• : '' ,· f •.-; :·. ·< ·~:·,. 
.. 
' 
·, 
.. :-:r. 
it' 
I 
\1 
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The solution to this problem can be added to (52) to get the desired 
result. For this probl.em 
f (A)::: L l-8 { A.) 
~(.It)::: 0 
tv\ ::: ( - (,) _(.,) 
' R < 1) :: ( ,-a._ (.,,. )- 1
Preforming the integration 
the contact stresses are given by (43) 
i_ [.-rl' ' _, ('4- (, "t-
- I I -t" S1~ ~ 
~(1) · c.( o..-1, 
• 
J 
··osing the equilibrium condition ( 44) C
O 
can be evaluated 
-~_p,._ 
I. 
. •~·~·· '. ·--"'~-- ... ,.,...., .. :: ···--," .... ·-.--·. "" '' 
·••• ·~••, r 14 ___ ,.,..,... .. ___ .,..._._....,_.,.... 
• '.. ··:_j"· .· ·, :. , .-_'.,,'-_:i~-;~}:i./\J:A°tt:l.r~:;r:'J·:.;):,.'..'.)i)n},~r.~,·i: 
,I 
. . 
.. ; . .... '~ .. ;.. .... ;• •'' -· - ' ., .,. ' 
---..... ",_ ... w,-; . -~- ... ' -
Define the crack tip stress intensity factor by 
. Ji\¥. r , , 
k-== JL-tQ. L J 1 Q..-A.l 
32 
._ ... 
(90) 
where a is the coordinate of the crack tip. Then the stresses near the 
crack tip are given by 
(91) 
The condition that the stresses must be bounded at r = ! c can be satisfied 
by setting the stress intensity. fac·tor equal to zero. 
The stress intensity factor for the problem: of -applied ·to.rqµ_~, 
:.loading is given from (52) as 
.. The $:tress intensity factor for the loaded crack surface is given. from 
T 
---- T e,> 
9) 
O-_ -re] 
C. 2,... 
+1]:::o 
The plastic zone size can be evaluated by setting c =a-pin the above 
expression and solvin~ for p. To simply this assume p(<a,t~1. 
Solving the above expression for p gives 
(I 
(92) 
• 
,, 1 • 
j 
' J 
' 
,, , 
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The expression in (92) then is a good approximation to the plastic zone 
~ 
size for the problem considered in section 5(a). It can be"seen that the 
plastic zone size is proportional to the square of the stress intensity 
factor. 
-: . 
----·:-!'· 
.. 
I • 
., ,.,,··). 
· ....... '.::~·.f~:·,::J.~.W.~~>'JM,,1-~-:,·~~.-\-....,~"''"''""''''··"=-·~----··~·-·--·· -~-- ,---·. 
8. Steady State Temperature Problem 
The problem of~heat conduction through a semi-infinite media with-
symmetry about the z axis is very similar to the shear stress problem. 
For the case of steady state conduction i.e., when the temperature is 
' 
- ' 
not a function of time, the governing equ~t · is 
d2. () J_ dB + 'J1.f) 0 +- _, -- -- .. /L i)JL -a Jl. 'l. ot.' 
where ~ = 9(r, z) is the temperature distri_bu·tt9.II~ 
Define 
00 8(~ ,A): f0 .fl B Jo(IL ~) dFL 
then, 
-
Solving this w"i.th the condition that 8-+0 as z-t°'° we have 
" 
J 
Taking an inversion of (94) 
The heat flux, i.e. the rate of heat flow across any plane is 
defined in the z direction as 
(93.): 
:(-94-)" 
' . '· 
,.._.,..=--' .. ·-··'--"'· .. ,~.~ '-"·• -
1 
.;: 
J 
··l: 
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and in the r direction 
(99) 
where Ki~ a material constant. 
The problem of two dissimilar materials bonded together such that 
.it is subject to boundary and continuni ty conditions of the form 
-
I 
J 
'1 t.1 ( /1., 0) ..= i ~ .,_ (IL> 0) . • (100) J 
er ll l l'l., o) =- f iz. l ll, o) = 9 ,I\,) 
· ·c·a.n be solved in manner .. similar to the elasticity p.roblem. Using Green's 
function for the semi-infinite space, the problem can be formulated in 
y-""", .. 
terms of a singular intergral equations arvlsolutions will l::(8 ~ the same 
\ / 
.. / 
form as (41) and (50). 
t 
·'-
·~,.-: 
.. -·-::.j 
......... , ~····-··"··---·..........---·. ,, . . ~·~·-r----· . 
.:;::,;. 
·! 
• b ...... -~~~~..:.:..- :·.~·~·~~-.,~·: "I ,,1. t S"; ,,:r,.i• •:•:~•c.J ......... , •J !.l, ,.I'.," ;,1 ,. • ~.· ·• •,. ,o,.:'"• ••, •_ • ·~ '•' ,, ·---•••"•: ------~·-••-.-•<-: ·- ·-- · ' " _:__·· ' - ~C • · 
r 
_ ~ r , r ""' ."J1" ·' .. 
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9. Discussion of Stress Intensity Factors ....... 
The expressions for the contact stresses in the examples considered 
do not in general depend on the material constants of either of the two 
materials. Therefore the solution to the bonded dissimilar material 
problem is identical to the solution for a homogeneous media. 
In homogeneous bodies with cracks the stress intensity factors for 
-- ---
problems of similar stress modes and similar cr'ack geometries will be 
compared. The de.fini tion of, ~t_ress intensity fact9r as used here is 
similar to (90). Stress intensity factors will be compared first between 
bodies which are loaded in a direction normal to the crack surface (often 
referred to as the first mode) and secondly for bociies loaded parallel to 
the crack surface ( second mode). 
In considering the first mode comparisions will be made between an 
infinite homogeneous elastic plane in which the cracks are colinear and 
symmetric about a normal axis and an infinite homogeneous elastic mediu.rt\. 
in which the cracks are coplanar -and symmetric about a normal axis. 
, a) 
1 
T.., 
-1-~ , -
---t 1( ' 
-t J'\.. ~Q... 
-4 «.. 
l 
) 
• C ' ,l- .J. ~ .J, 
J, 
Plane with Center Crack Medi"'wi th Penny-Shaped Crack· 
' 
i 
I 
l 
l 
~ 
' 
i 
1 
. i 
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For a infinite elastic plane with a uniform stress 0-0 applied at 
infinity and a crack of length 2a in the center the stress intensity 
factor is 
k = (lo [ti 
Similarly for aJ\ infinite elastic med•wi th a penny shaped crack of 
radius a the stress at the crack tip is given by Sneddon in [JJ. From 
this the stress intensity factor is 
'-·,:Th-~ stress intensi_~y factors for thes_e two cases hp.Ve exactly the, . 
;saJne· fo.r.m- -and differ only by a constant. 
b )' 
p 
''-'i 
-~ 
j -Q ~ I 
-
I 
I,. Q 
Plane with &ige Notch MedjJIII\ with F.dge Notch 
•,. 
For an in.finite ··plane with .. ·edge notches and loaded with a force 
Q per unit thickness the crack tip stress is given in l16). Then 
Q 
.. -iT J 2'a.. v 
Also for the infinite media with external load P and an axially symmetric 
. . . - . . .. , -.-...,---- ~~ .. --~· 
, :, ·_ ·i,)1i~.'.:.f:)/ .. ~:.;·i1:i\:·;,,if .. 1:;;..,F'X.f{}~-;~~fi\!:.i,: ·i_~.:,:,,~_. .. ·, :~1 · ·:,··- . ·.' ... · ;· .::_;:/.•,." .•. :'2··,./t,,:::~ .• ·,_. _ ..• .,.. ;_ •.,.q~;'.:,;;;.;\'.\·;~.: ,,f~~\:·• ':. ;_·:, .. :l;J;·//"'.\·~,;,,, : . >~{~{~~:~;:•}\~_(t;~:~tJJ/,j;{({~:1_:.~ 
II 
edge notch the crack tip stress [6) gives 
p -
:i:rr a.. J , O--
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In considering the second mode,comparisions will be made between 
,. 
an infinite media with a crack traversing it in the z direction and 
subjected to longitudinal shear and an infinite body with axial symmetric 
properties and subjected to torsional shear. 
c) 
'V' i , ( I 
I I t---c:=:>--~ -"' 
·1ongi tudinal Shear Torsional Shear 
First, consider a center crack. The solution to the longitudinal 
shear problem is· given by (4] this gives 
For the media with a penny shaped crack the stress· is given by (56t} ::and 
:r 
,; 
-·· ... _, ~-- ---.-~~II.fl.: ~;r-""-'1""1n.c.•-~.,,, 
·:· ;_ .:.;,_~\\~rl:~/:~if.~t~:~~-:}~: .. ~~1~jt~fi{~~ii-:,_l:f;i~) 1;~i~J~.i~{i~{',~;;~1•ri:: :.1~C:~1_:'..;!,-.i,- · .1 • . .• ''.'.f .... .i._',_t'i~~aL·'ili'ft};,~t ,~~.__:_:!~\ . , ,_·,···.: ;_1-Y)~ ,.-1.~·r:, 'c:'c.}.'.',,;,;·t--~~.• _ ,,, .::i,i;,~,;·:,-·fr··':;;_ '.-,·_. . ·· 1ifi·~~~~£llif~~1~r),\:_::;:~.;~1:'.-';.": •.. : . ;· 
·, 
.' 
.-
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d) ,s 
-
(_r--r ---.I 
--~ -tlL r -~ 
-0... I 
~-T 
/'S 
Longitudinal Shear Torsional·Shear 
Secondly consider the problem with an edge-notch. For longitudinal 
shear the stress solution is given in [4) and 
For the to.rsional shear the solution is given by (52) and 
K = 
·::tn all-- tQ1- cases where the stress mode and the crack geoin_et,r_ies 
were sjmilar, the form of the stress intensity factors were also similar. 
The power of the crack length paramenter, a, depended upon the units of 
the applied loadings. 
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